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Engage Phase

Challenge: Food Waste

- 40% of produced food is never 
eaten

- Why is this such a large problem?
- What factors contribute to food 

waste?
- What are possible solutions?



Engage Phase

History
Native Americans + Pioneers → used all resources
Industrialization → greater food waste
War + Economic Hardships → reversing trends
Early 21st Century → “out of mind out of sight”

Policies + Government
Tax incentives for farms to donate their excess
State-backed food banks
Private sector efforts to minimize waste
Establishment of USDA + EPA

Economics
40% of all produced food is wasted
41 million Americans cannot afford adequate food
$2.6 trillion in economic damage from food waste
Average US family throws out $2200 per year
$400 billion could be recouped with better practices

Social Structures + Powers
Times of hardship → little food waste
People with most buying power → most wasteful
Poorest people → suffer the most from waste
Lack of donations → lack of ease + accessibility
Lack of information → inability to take action



Engage Phase Problems

- Landfills are filled with 
unnecessary food waste

- Families and the food insecure 
suffer from lack of food

- Smaller stores lose money on 
wasted product

Causes

- Recycling / donating is a hassle
- Stigma against “ugly produce”
- Poor meal planning



Investigation: 

The Role of Food in Health Ted Talk - Dr. Rupy Aujla

- Many people do not know how to cook staple healthy meals, so they settle 
for convenient fast food or junk food

- Food and nutrition education is limited and confusing for many consumers
- Diet and lifestyle can prevent serious disease and it can help us live healthy, 

longer lives



Online Research

- Wasting food wastes the energy required to 
grow, harvest, transport, and package food

- The slow decomposition of food at landfills 
produce produce harmful methane

- Consumers make poor decisions when buying 
groceries

- Leads to significant waste

Investigation:



Investigate: 
Analyze a Dataset

Dataset: What A Waste Global Dataset

- Statistics on landfill composition for over 330 
cities

- Used data for Seattle, Washington, and 
Washington D.C.

- Compiled by The World Bank
- Covers data from 2010 to March 4, 2019
- Objective data gathered from governments and 

landfills

https://datacatalog.worldbank.org/search/dataset/0039597


Investigate



Investigate



Investigate

- Organic waste made up most of both landfills
- Seattle had higher concentration of businesses (8:1 

ratio of people to businesses)
- Washington had higher concentration of people 

(29:1 ratio)
- More businesses → high organic waste and 

cardboard
- More people → 80% of all waste is organic waste



Action:

Action Concept:

- In order to combat food waste…
- Utilize MIT App Inventor to create an app 
- The app helps consumers plan meals and assist grocers with 

inventory management



Plan: What will users take away from this experience?

- Accessibility
- Free of cost to users
- Available on the App Store & Google Play Store

- Works toward a global goal
- Eliminating food waste

- Has features to support society
- Consumers & Grocers can donate leftover food to food banks

- Helps solve problems such as hunger



Design of App (Functionalities)



Conclusion


